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relates to a cooling device capable of cooling pluralities of semiconductor chips mounted on a base
member. 2. Description of the Prior Art In the art of an apparatus that cools semiconductor chips
mounted on a base member by supplying high pressure cooling gas from a cooling nozzle to the base
member, there is a known method which is capable of cooling pluralities of such semiconductor chips by
constituting pluralities of cooling units, each being provided with a gas chamber for cooling by
discharge of cooling gas and a gas inlet port connected to a source of high pressure cooling gas. In
such a known method, when a gas inlet port is to be connected to the source of high pressure cooling
gas, it is usually constituted so that the inlet port is provided with a valve which opens or shuts
the inlet port depending on the flow rate of high pressure cooling gas supplied from the source. If
the flow rate of cooling gas is large, the valve of the gas inlet port must be opened to allow for a
large amount of cooling gas to be supplied to the gas chamber. However, since the amount of cooling
gas supplied to the 3e33713323
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